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Positive affect and emotion have become major topics in behavioral science, of growing importance in basic and applied research. A broad review of the literature reveals multiple, theoretically distinct constructs associated with the terms ‘positive affect’ and ‘positive emotion,’ sometimes conflated across this body of work. This article differentiates three primary constructs — subjectively pleasant affect; approach or appetitive motivation; and emotion states evoked by opportunities and rewards in the environment — and summarizes the major theoretical perspective with which each is intertwined. While these versions of positivity often coincide in lived emotional experience, we highlight examples of divergence, and discuss dynamic ways in which they influence each other.Distinct cognitive, physiological, and behavioral mechanisms by which each version of positivity may produce downstream effects are discussed, as is the importance of selecting and operationalizing the target construct with care in both basic affective science and translational research.
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After many decades of relative neglect, positive affect and the positive emotions have evolved into topics of major theoretical and empirical interest in behavioral science [1–3,4**]. A Google Scholar search using the key term ‘positive affect’ yields 745 000 publications as of November 2020, and two handbooks devoted specifically to positive emotion have been published in the last decade [5,6]. Beyond basic science, translational fields such as health psychology, educational psychology, clinical psychology, and design psychology have increasingly called for the use of positive affect and emotion in applied research and behavioral intervention [7–11]. The profound importance of positive affect in human experience is being recognized at last.

What are ‘positive’ affect and emotion? This seems like a simple question, but a review of the literature reveals multiple distinct psychological constructs associated with these terms, reflecting different theoretical perspectives on affect and emotion more broadly. We do not advocate here for one version of positivity over the others. Rather, we review three main ways in which positivity has been conceptualized in the affective science literature: (1) the valence of subjective feelings; (2) the direction of motivation; and (3) the desirability or goal-conduciveness of an emotion-eliciting situation. To clearly denote these different constructs, we recommend a taxonomy that differentiates positive affect, approach motivation, and positive emotion. We discuss the risks of conflating the constructs to which these terms refer; we highlight the importance of carefully selecting a construct and theoretical framework before embarking on a new program of research; and we offer observations on the complex and dynamic nature of affective experience, with implications for future research on positive affect and emotion.

Alternative positive affect/emotion constructs
Three main constructs associated with ‘positive’ affect or emotion can be identified across the affective science literature. While these versions of positivity often co-occur during affective experience, many specific states can be described as ‘positive’ in one sense but not the others. Moreover, each construct is associated with a distinct theoretical perspective regarding the functions of positive affect/emotion, as well as a distinct body of empirical research.

Positive affect
This construct is defined as any subjective feeling experienced as pleasant. Positive affect is most closely associated with Russell’s Core Affect Theory [12], which emphasizes subjective feeling as the crucial feature of emotional experience, and describes feeling or ‘affect’ space in terms of two orthogonal axes: valence (pleasant

* Given her role as Guest Editor, Disa Sauter had no involvement in the peer-review of this article and has no access to information regarding its peer-review. Full responsibility for the editorial process for this article was delegated to Blair Saunders.
versus unpleasant), and arousal (high versus low). An alternative model of feeling space is rotated by 45°, with positive and negative activation as the defining axes [13,14]. In the latter model positive and negative affect can be experienced simultaneously [15], whereas in Core Affect Theory this is not possible. In both models, however, the emphasis on subjective feeling and the layout of more specific feelings (e.g., fear, contentment, excitement, sadness) in relation to each other are the same.

Defined in this way, felt positive affect is theorized to provide the individual with a heuristic cue that one’s current status is favorable, and all is well. Barrett has described subjective pleasantness as a signal that one’s internal ‘body budget’ is in a good state — that physical and mental resources are sufficient to the tasks at hand [16*]. Being in a good body-budget state affects how we function, and how we interact with the world. As an example, in one study participants in an experimentally induced pleasant-affect mood were found to perceive a subsequent memorization task as less difficult, and to show a milder cardiovascular response during task performance, than those in a negative-affect mood [17]. Both the Affect as Information model and the Affect Infusion Model highlight ways in which the valence of current affect shapes how we process information and approach the current situation [18,19]. The most recent formulation of Affect-as-Information theory proposes that positive affect serves as a meta-cognitive cue promoting continued use of one’s currently dominant/accessible cognitive processing style, with negative affect instead prompting interruption and possible switch to an alternative processing style [20**,21]. This family of theories shares a proposal that the function of positive affect lies primarily in its signal value to the individual themselves, informing them that their physiological condition is good, their current information processing style is working well, and the environment contains objects and people worth pursuing.

**Approach motivation**

The second construct — heightened approach motivation — emphasizes motivational and behavioral aspects of experience rather than subjective feeling. This construct, and the associated theoretical framework, build on neuroscience evidence differentiating brain activity associated with approach tendency and appetitive orientation versus avoidance and inhibition [22–25]. Approach motivation has been linked consistently to heightened activation in the left relative to right frontal cortex [23**]. This profile of activity is observed at the trait level among individuals reporting high approach motivation, promotion (rather than prevention) orientation, and dispositional anger; and can be produced experimentally by exposing people to images of highly rewarding stimuli, and even by placing participants in a forward-leaning posture (see Gable and Dreisbach, this issue). Approach motivation characterizes some emotional states that feel subjectively unpleasant (e.g., anger), as well as many that feel pleasant [26]. Intensity of approach motivation varies across emotion states experienced as pleasant, and experimentally evoked high-approach pleasant states (e.g., excitement) show cognitive effects such as narrowed attentional focus and category boundaries, that differ from effects produced by low-approach positive emotions (e.g., amusement) [27]. These effects are consistent with the proposal that approach motivation serves to facilitate appetitive, goal-oriented engagement with the environment.

**Positive emotions**

The term “positive emotion” refers to complex, multi-component emotional responses evoked by perception of opportunities and rewards in the environment. This version of ‘positivity’ emphasizes the emotion-eliciting situation, and our appraisal of the extent to which it presents opportunities to fulfill our goals, rather than subjective feeling or motivational direction. The Evaluative Space Model proposed by Cacioppo et al. posits that we scan the environment continuously for positive/desirable and negative/undesirable elements, with detection of ‘positivity’ and ‘negativity’ each leading to a coherent set of physical and psychological effects [28]. Shiota et al. define positive emotions as complex, at least partly innate responses to certain kinds of prototypical resources and opportunities to enhance one’s adaptive fitness, such as high-quality food, desirable mates, young kin requiring one’s care, chances to increase one’s social status, and novel information [4]. This approach situates ‘positivity’ at the convergence of features of the current environment and the individual’s needs and concerns, with positive emotion guiding an adaptive response to the opportunity at stake.

This version of positivity is most closely aligned with the basic or discrete emotion theoretical perspective, which defines emotions as brief, coherent suites of changes in physiology, cognition, motivation, and expressive and instrumental behavior, evoked by fitness-relevant challenges or opportunities, and serving distinct adaptive functions [4,28–31]. According to these theories, ‘coherence’ or co-occurrence among different aspects of emotional responding is generated by some neural system that, when activated by perception/appraisal of an appropriate eliciting stimulus, potentiates the full suite of responses at once [32]. In these theories, therefore, the function of positive emotion is to facilitate complex, adaptive responses to opportunities to enhance evolutionary fitness. This is distinct from the perspectives above, each of which emphasizes a single aspect of emotional responding as primary, and locates positivity therein.

**Will the real positivity please stand up?**

While it might be tempting to advocate for one of these constructs’ primacy over the others, arguing the merits of
this one and deficits of the others, we urge readers to resist this temptation. Each version of ‘positivity’ above points to a psychological process that is experientially valid, theoretically distinct, and linked empirically to a different network of features across neural activation, cognition, and behavior. We propose that the term positive affect be used when referring to subjectively pleasant feelings; that approach motivation be used to denote motivational states including approach, appetitive, or incentive motivation; and that the term positive emotion be reserved for use in describing theorized coherent, multi-component responses to emotion-eliciting situations. This is largely consistent with current usage in the affective science community, but formalizing the terminology will help researchers clarify the concepts and assumptions underlying work beyond as well as within this core field.

These versions of positivity must not be conflated, because states can be positive in one sense and not in others. For example, robust evidence reveals that pleasant affect may be low in approach motivation (e.g. contentment [33]), whereas anger — a subjectively unpleasant state — is consistently linked to neural activity and cognitive biases indicating high approach motivation [23, 24]. While many fitness-relevant opportunities presented by the environment elicit heightened approach motivation, both the emotional phenomenology and peripheral physiology of awe evoked by novel, extraordinary panoramic views suggest lowered approach motivation, prioritizing stillness that allows rich intake of information [34, 35]. Consider the experience of genuine sadness at a loss experienced through a movie or television show — a negative emotion (i.e. evoked by loss rather than reward) that is often accompanied by pleasant feelings. One study in which participants viewed dozens of such scenes found that reports of sadness and enjoyment were strongly positively correlated [36]. Studying instances in which different aspects of positivity diverge may prove even more helpful in uncovering mechanisms of positive affect and emotion than studying where they converge.

Moreover, positive emotion-eliciting opportunities, positive affect, and approach motivation influence each other dynamically, in ways of which we are not always aware. One example is the ‘rose-colored glasses’ effect: much research shows that experimentally-evoked pleasant affect leads to both heightened attention to objective rewards within the environment, and subjective appraisal of targets in the environment as more positive or valuable, thereby increasing the likelihood of positive emotion [18, 37]. Recognizing this complexity, some theories of emotion implicitly or explicitly address multiple aspects of positivity and their relation to each other. For example, the Evaluative Space Model holds that we look for positivity as a feature of the environment, and that positivity detection leads to approach motivation [38].

Fredrickson’s Broaden and Build model posits that subjectively pleasant emotions promote attentional and cognitive processes aimed at building “enduring personal resources” (p. 220), shaping our perception of and engagement with rewards in the environment [2]. Theoretical models that differentiate emotional responses to qualitatively different kinds of opportunities in the environment predict varying effects on approach motivation, depending on what should ‘do the job’ in taking advantage of the situation [4]. For example, amusement does not involve high approach motivation or the attendant attentional biases, but evidence suggests that it does promote broadened attention and facilitates a flexible, playful, creative approach to novel tasks and problem-solving [27, 39, 40].

**Why the construct matters for basic and applied research**

Given these complexities, one might simply throw one’s hands in the air and gloss over the distinctions among these constructs. At least for researchers, this is not a good plan. Each version of ‘positive’ affect or emotion above suggests different experimental manipulations, and presumes different mechanisms by which affective/emotional state influences downstream cognition and behavior. It is therefore crucial, before beginning a new program of research, to consider these alternatives and decide which version of positivity is the best fit for the current project (or adopt a theory that clearly articulates links between versions of positivity), and ensure operational measures and predicted effects are consistent with that approach.

For example, animal neuroscience research has differentiated activity within the nucleus accumbens associated with subjective pleasantness (‘liking’) versus approach motivation and incentive salience (‘wanting’), finding that each is associated with a distinct set of eliciting stimuli and consequent behaviors [41]. Visceral physiological responses such as changes in heart rate, sweat gland activity, and vasconstriction tend to track approach motivation rather than pleasantness, and may differ depending on the specific eliciting stimulus [42]. In contrast, electroencephalography markers of optimistic bias or reward expectancy in a gambling task appear to track pleasant affect rather than approach motivation [43]. Theoretical perspectives emphasizing positive affect, heightened approach motivation, and positive emotion-eliciting opportunities lead to different, sometimes competing predictions regarding the cognitive sequelae of a given ‘positive’ affect/emotion state. For example, one might predict different cognitive implications of the emotion awe/wonder based on its pleasant valence, its low approach motivation, or the opportunity to acquire novel information offered by the eliciting stimulus [2, 44–46]. In experimental research, selecting a ‘positive’ affect or emotion construct goes hand-in-hand
with specifying the mechanism by which one expects effects on outcome variables to occur.

This level of precision is important in basic science, and also in applied work using positive affect/emotion for prediction or intervention purposes. For example, research linking dispositional positive emotionality to bipolar disorder suggests that high approach motivation, rather than pleasant feeling, is the best prospective predictor of mania symptoms [47]. In one study, the pleasant- affect manipulation employed to reduce alcohol craving backfired when experimenters unwittingly used high approach motivation-inducing photograph stimuli [48]. Although evidence shows that pride — a discrete positive emotion linked to opportunities to increase one’s social status and display one’s dominance or prestige [49] — typically increases motivation to acquire luxury consumer products, the specific status-seeking mechanisms of pride can also be leveraged to encourage ‘downgrading’ to less-luxurious but environment-friendly products [50,51]. In the workplace, researchers have found that ratings of pride, interest, and gratitude — all subjectively pleasant emotions linked to distinct environmental opportunities — differentially predicted outcomes such as sense of empowerment at work, creative performance, and helping behavior [52]. Careful selection of a ‘positive’ affect or emotion construct allows tailoring of the intervention to the outcomes desired.

Concluding thoughts
We hope to have convinced readers that positivity is not inherent in this or that affective state, but reflects a chosen way of categorizing and parsing affective/emotional space; that multiple ways of ‘slicing the pie’ have validity and value; and that the choice of a construct should be made mindfully and with care. Each of the three constructs and associated theoretical perspectives discussed above has generated a substantial and valuable body of research on ways in which affective processes shape the human experience. Integrating the knowledge produced across these bodies of work, and applying that knowledge to theoretical development and translational efforts, should be a central goal for future research.
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This article provides a thorough overview of the research linking left-weighted versus right-weighted frontal cortex activity, as measured via electroencephalography, with motivational direction and intensity. The extent of variability across subjectively pleasant emotional states in terms of approach motivation is addressed, as well as evidence that anger — a subjectively unpleasant emotion — is also characterized by high approach motivation.


This article presents a well-powered experiment in which pleasant affect and approach motivation were manipulated independently, and neural activity markers of reward expectancy and response to reward outcomes during a gambling task were the dependent variables. Results indicate that optimistic reward expectations track pleasant affect rather than approach motivation.


This cross-sectional study relating workplace performance outcomes to the experience of several distinct positive emotions found that interest uniquely predicted creative performance and satisfaction with one’s work; pride uniquely predicted sense of psychological empowerment; and gratitude uniquely predicted satisfaction with coworkers and supervisors, as well as overall satisfaction with work.